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1. The structure scheme, appearance diagram and other attached diagrams in sample are examples, 
there is no strict proportion requirement. If you need exact dimension of certain types, please contact 
our sales dept.. (The unmarked dimension units are mm).

2. Gear unit has been tested before delivered, users should add lubrication oil before running.

3. We can only refer to the marked oil in the mannul. Actual oil filling level should be the same with 
the mark on oil immersion lens.

4. Lubrication oil viscosity should be selected according to working conditions and ambient 
temperature.

5. To prevent accidents, all the rotation parts should be added with protective covers according to 
safety regulation of the nation and region.

Note!
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SWL series jacks play an active role across various fields including iron and steel, stage setting, medical equipment, 

and liquid crystal /PDP devices. In addition, specifications and options are offered for selection according to the 

variety of application and intended purpose.

1. Configuration
Mode 1-Travelling screw shaft
Mode 2-Travelling nut

2. Installation type
A---Screw rod (or travelling nut) upwoard
B---Screw rod (or travelling nut) downward

3. Output option(end fitting)
There are 4 output options for mode 1.: I(rod type end fitting), II(table type end fitting), III(screw shaft end), IV(I 
type end fitting).
There are 2 output options for mode 2.: I(rod type end fitting), II(screw shaft end). 

4. Ratio
Normal ratio(P); Low ratio(L)

5. Lifting capacity
2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 35(*10kN).

6. Protection of screw shaft
Mode1: Plain mode; Anti-rotation; 
Mode2: Plain mode; 

7. Type designation

Indication

Protection of screw shaft code
Troke(mm)
Output option code
Installation type
Configuration
Ratio
Lifting capacity(*10kN)
SWL series
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Outline dimension
Configuration

Installation A Installation B

basic anti-rotation stroke

K direction

stroke
basic anti-rotation

stroke

stroke
stroke
stroke

stroke
stroke
stroke

Output option(end fitting)

Note: The above dimension of S3, F3, I7 is without dust hood. Please refer to JWM dimension if dust hood is needed. 

Output option

Size

Size
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Output option(end fitting)

Installation A Installation B
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K direction
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Size
stroke
stroke

stroke

stroke
stroke
stroke

stroke

stroke

stroke
stroke
stroke

stroke
stroke

stroke

stroke
stroke
stroke

stroke

Size

Output option(end fitting) and traveling nut dimension

Traveling nut dimension Output type
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Reference table for standard use
Size

Max. lifting(kN)
Outer screw diameter
Max. suspending(kN)

Ratio

Screw movement/ per revolution of 
input shaft(mm)

The max. stroke while lifting(mm)

The max. stroke 
while lifting(mm)

Without guide
With guide

Input shaft torque for 
max. loading(N·m)

Overall efficiency

Power(kW)

Jack weight(without screw shaft)(kgs)
Screw shaft weight per 100mm(kgs)

Lubrication

Lubrication weight

torque speed

Screw shaft speed (lifting) and allowable load 

Size
Load Lifting 

speed
m/min
(P)

Screw
shaft
speed
r/min

Lifting 
speed
m/min
(L)

Screw
shaft
speed
r/min

Size
Load Lifting 

speed
m/min
(P)

Screw
shaft
speed
r/min

Lifting 
speed
m/min
(L)

Screw
shaft
speed
r/min

Note: Above data is gotten in the case of  operating in 20    ambient temperature, with in 20%ED.
          When speed over above data, parts would be over heat.

℃
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Associated graph of allowed loading of point distance
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Euler load

Euler load

Euler load Euler load

stroke(mm)
Graph 2

Euler load

Euler load

Euler load

Euler load

stroke(mm)
Graph 3

stroke(mm)
Graph 4

Graph 1

Type Selection:
According graph1-graph4 to select the appropriate screw jack size based on a specific load and stroke. Then verify the lifting 
speed via "Screw shaft speed (lifting) and allowable load " chart.

Example: 
Known criteria: The load of the lifting platform: 20kN, stroke: 400mm, lifting speed: 0.65m/min.
Selection steps: 
1. According to graph 2, SWL5 meets the requirement F=20kN, stroke=400mm.
2. According to the chart "Screw shaft speed (lifting) and allowable load " chart, SWL5 does not meet the speed requirement, and 
SWL10 is qualified, so SWL is selected.

Explanation:

1. When load is lighter, the stroke could be longer(Check it from graph2-graph4).
2. The allowable input torque, power, speed would be changed while the loading is changed.
3. Mode 1 uses grease lubrication, please add sufficient grease while temperature increasing.
4. The giving efficiency is a parameter in the grease-lubricated case.
5. The lubrication grease should be exchanged in time.
6. Ambient temperature: -20℃to 80℃.
7. SWL can be self-locked in stillness state.
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(Machine type)

Self-locking
Machine type screw jack come with a self locking device, 
it may be not effective with vibration or shock. Use a brake
under such conditions.

High efficiency 
Rolling friction improve efficiency greatly. A little drive 
power, more drive force.
High speed
Compared with JWM, the speed is raise up more. 

Note: It can not self-locking,braking devices or motor with 
braking devices are necessary when choosing JWB.
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Arrangement type examples:
Two sets interlock:

LInear Layout T

Four sets interlock:

Layout U

Eight sets interlock:

Layout T

Layout H

Layout H

Layout 2H
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Type desination
Ba

M(Machine type)
B(Ball screw type)

US--Standard use for lifting
DS--Standard use for suspending
UM--Screw shaft anti-rotation 
specification for lifting
DM--Screw shaft anti-rotation
specification for suspending Bellows

Input shaft direction, A or 
B. It's would be omitted 
while it's bidirectional 
input shaft

Stroke(mm)

Output option

Mounting positions

Mounting positions

Note: In mounting positio , the class of the foundation bolts should be greater than 10.9.
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UR-Traveling nut lifting
DR-Traveling nut suspending

M(Machine type)
B(Ball screw type)

Input shaft direction, A or 
B. It's would be omitted 
while it's bidirectional 
input shaft

Stroke(mm) Mounting positions

Mounting positions

Note: In mounting positio , the class of the foundation bolts should be greater than 10.9.
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JWM(Machine type) basic parameter:

Size

Max. loading(kN)

Screw rod external diamter(mm)

Screw bottom diameter (mm)

Screw rod bolt distance L1 (mm)

Comprehensive efficiency

Allowable input max. power (kW)

Screw shaft(traveling nut) movement/
per revolution of input shaft

Allowable input shaft rotation 
speed(rpm)for max. loading

Empty-loading torque                             T0(N·m)

"*" Allowable torque on input shaft of the gear unit.
"**" Including non-loading torque value.

"*" Allowable torque on input shaft of the gear unit.
"**" Including non-loading torque value.

Size

Max. loading(kN)

Screw rod external diamter(mm)

Screw bottom diameter (mm)

Screw rod bolt distance L1 (mm)

Comprehensive efficiency

Allowable input max. power (kW)

Screw shaft(traveling nut) movement/
per revolution of input shaft

Allowable input shaft rotation 
speed(rpm)for max. loading

Empty-loading torque               T0(N·m)

Allowable input shaft torque*

Input shaft torque for max. 
loading**  (N·m)

Screw rod rotation torque during max. loading(N·m)

Keeping torque                            (N·m)

Allowable input shaft torque*

Input shaft torque for 
max. loading**  (N·m)

Screw rod rotation torque during max. loading(N·m)
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Permissible radial force for JWM:

Size

When there is an excess of permissible radial force in JWM, please add a guiding device. See the illustration as below:

When two or more screw jacks are arranged in the same axial line as below, verify the strength of the input shaft of each jack.

Ta: Input torque required for jack a.
Tb: Input torque required for jack b.
The torque required by motor T1=Ta+Tb<permissible input torque of jack a.
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Examples of type selection:
Known criteria: 
1. The axial load of the lifting platform: 88kN, lifting speed: 600mm/min, stroke: 260mm.
2. Normal motor: 4 pole, speed n1=1452r/min.
3. Load characteristic: moderate, operating 8h/d, starts  per hour: 2.
4. Mounting mode: 4 jacks, layout H, foot-mounted with fixed shaft end.
5. Radial load, guiding device on one side of the jack.

Selection steps:
1. Calculation of the total equivalent load Ws(driven machine factor f1=1.3), Ws=Wmax*f1=88200*1.3=114660N
2. Calculation of equivalent load of single jack:

3. Initial selection of jack type: 
JWB050USH selected after considering speed, efficiency, drive source, load 
and stroke allowance(In reference to the table of technical data, permissible 
load and distance between action points. If H/L ratio is difficult to determine, 
use H ratio temporarily)
4. Verification of input power of single jack.
(1)Input power required by single jack:

(2) According to the table of technical data, P max=2.0kW>P1 is ok

5. Verification of the screw stability:
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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(1)
Note: "X " is the dimension of jack with bellows.
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Accessories: 
Base
Base are widely used in switching and inclining devices.

Base

support legs

Base

Size

Supporting legs
Bases and support legs are often used together to make lifting function in multiple directions

Size
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Handwheel
Handwheel is only for JWM operating in uniform load condition. Please do not use it with JWB.
The manual torque=Required input torque/radius of handwheel

Jack desination Handwheel code

Note: The above handwheel picture is for reference only.

Torque-arm-mounted
Applicable to opening and reversing devices.

Dimensions

Size
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Handwheel
Handwheel is only for JWM operating in uniform load condition. Please do not use it with JWB.
The manual torque=Required input torque/radius of handwheel

Jack desination Handwheel code

Note: The above handwheel picture is for reference only.

Torque-arm-mounted
Applicable to opening and reversing devices.

Dimensions

Size
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Application examples:

Lifting platform

Height adjustment of surface machining tool Inclination adjustment of the apron converyor

Height adjustment of straightening machine Auto opening of large windows or doors



ZHEJIANG RED SUN MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Add: No. A07, North Side Of The 57 Provincial Road, Mabu Town, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, China

Tel: +86-577-58113212     Fax: +86-577-58113207

E-mail: info@cn-redsun.com 

Web: www.cn-redsun.com 


